
IT Minister inaugurates 
COMMUNE & SEEDS 2015 at KU
 

Ansari seeks KU`s support in localization of ICT at grassroot level

Srinagar, March 16: Seeking technical expertise and intellectual inputs from KU for better policy planning in the state of Jammu and 

Kashmir in IT sector Minister for Information Technology, Technical Education and Youth Services & Sports Govt of Jammu &Kashmir 

Molvi Imran Raza Ansari today inaugurated 2015 International Conference on Advances in Computers, Communication and Electronic 

Engineering (COMMUNE 2015) at University of Kashmir.

 Ansari also inaugurated UGC sponsored National Seminar on Electronic Devices, Systems and Information Security (SEEDS 2015) on 

the same day which is also being organized by Postgraduate Department of Electronics and Instrumentation Technology, KU alongwith 

COMMUNE 2015.

 While releasing the proceedings of the International Conference and National Seminar, Ansari who was Chief Guest on the occasion said 

“Our government needs support of the scientists, academicians and researchers of this University in localization of the various tools and 

uses of ICT at grasroot level so that people at every strata of society could be sensitized about the various benefits of ICT in their day-to-day 

lives.”

 The IT minister added that his ministry is also looking forward to KU for a detailed proposal which would help the government in evolv-

ing such a mechanism wherein various mediums of ICT could be used for better preparation and spreading awareness amongst the people 

in the wake on any natural disaster and how to use various mediums of communication on such occasions..

 While maintaining that advancement in the field of Information Technology is a priority of the present government Ansari said “I hope 

these two events including the international conference and the national seminar would come up with practical and thought provoking 

recommendations which would help us in the government in better policy formulation and effective planning.”

 Speaking on the occasion Vice Chancellor KU Prof Khurshid Iqbal Andrabi said “Despite our tremendous and glorious intellectual legacy 

of the past we have somehow remained complacent and have not made useful contribution in the field of science and technology.”

 “However” he added “It is time to move now and I am sure such conferences and seminars would instigate our creative and scientific 

tendencies and something fruitful would come out after such intellectual deliberation in which scholars and scientists of international 

repute are participating.”

 Dr SK Sarkar who was guest of honor on the occasion while delivering his address informed the delegates and other participants how 

various tools of technology integrated with inputs of communication have brought a paradigm shift across the socio-economic landscape in 

the society.

 Dean Faculty of Engineering, Head Dept of Electronics and Convener of the twin events Prof GM Bhat in his welcome address delved 

on the theme of the two major events while as senior faculty member Mohammad Tariq Banday who is also the organizer of the two events 

presented the introductory remarks on the occasion.

 Dean Academic Affairs KU Prof MA Wani, Dean Research Prof  Sheikh Javed Ahmed  and Registrar KU Prof ZA Reishi were also present 

on the occassion. 


